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Figure 3 Extinction ratio E plotted against varying rib separation
S for Ža. H s 0.2 m m, D s 0.8 m m, Žb. H s 0.4 m m, D s 0.6 m m,
Žc. H s 0.6 m m, D s 0.4 m m, and Žd. H s 0.8 m m, D s 0.2 m m

crosstalk Žless than y40 dB. with a coupling length that is
weakly dependent on the rib separation, a moderate rib
height such as the one in case Žb. should be chosen. The
weak dependence of the coupling length on the rib separation is to allow for a larger error margin in fabricating the rib
waveguide switches.

ABSTRACT: This paper presents a double slot-line]microstrip transition
employing a 908 cross o¨ er them. Using radial stubs at the crosso¨ er
between the transmission lines, an insertion loss of less than 1.3 dB was
measured (0.65 dB per transition) o¨ er the 3]15 GHz range. The
transition is simulated using a commercial electromagnetic finite-element
simulator. Q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol
Lett 18: 339]342, 1998.
Key words: microstrip; slot line; transition
1. INTRODUCTION

IV. CONCLUSION

The discrete spectral index ŽDSI. method has provided fast
and accurate calculation of the crosstalk and coupling length
in optical switches which are constructed from symmetric
twin-rib waveguides. An optimized rib height should be chosen such that a low enough crosstalk Žless than y40 dB. is
achievable with a coupling length characteristic that is weakly
dependent on the separation between the ribs so that there is
increased error tolerance in the fabrication of the rib waveguide switches. Although twin-rib waveguides with a very high
rib height can give crosstalk levels as low as y80 dB, the
coupling length is difficult to control during fabrication due
to its strong dependence on the separation between the ribs.
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Microstripline]slot-line transitions have a number of useful
applications in microwave devices including pulse inverters
and a variety of hybrids w1x. Many workers have dealt with the
microstrip]slot-line transition problem w2]7x, reporting bandwidths from an octave w2x up to one decade in the 1]10 GHz
range w7x. The simplest of these wideband transitions seems
w5x based on the 908
to be the one proposed by Schuppert
¨
crossing. The wideband transitions presented by Scieck and
w6x and Soltysiak and Chramiec w7x require metallized
Kohler
¨
through holes and multiarm stubs at angles other than 908,
respectively. In this paper, we examine a transition similar to
that proposed in w5x, but using radial stub instead of a circular
one. The geometry of the stubs alleviates the problem of
overlapping of the line shapes between the microstrip and
slot-line tuning stubs. Such overlapping generally disturbs the
effectiveness of the microstrip ground plane. In addition,
radial stubs exhibit a broader bandwidth than straight ones.
2. THEORY

Consider the transition of Figure 1. The microstrip open
circuit radial stub should appear as a short circuit, and the
slot-line short circuit radial stub should appear as an open
circuit at the crossing reference plane. The equivalent circuit
of the above transition with the input on the microstrip line
w1x is shown in Figure 2.
L os is the inductance of the shorted slot line. C oc is the
capacitance of the open microstrip. Z os , Z om are the slot-line
and microstrip characteristic impedances, respectively. us , um
are the electrical lengths Žquarter wavelength at center frequency. of the extended portions Žstubs. of the slot-line and
microstrip, respectively. n is the transformer ratio.
Expressions for the above parameters can readily be found
in the literature w1x.
Using the equivalent circuit and transforming all of the
circuit’s components to the microstrip side, we obtain the
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equivalent circuit of Figure 3 where
Rs s
Xs s

n2 Z o s X sin

Ž1.

2
Z os
q X sin

nZ o s X sin

Ž2.

2
Z os
q X sin

X m s X min Ž see Fig. 2 . .
The input reflection coefficient Gin is therefore given by
Gin s
Figure 1

Microstrip]slot-line transition with radial stubs

Figure 2

Equivalent circuit for the transition

R s y Z om q j Ž X m q X s .
R s q Z om q j Ž X m q X s .

.

Ž3.

X m can be computed by the expression proposed by Atwater
w8x and standard transmission line equations. However, no
model is available for the reactance presented by the slot-line
stub and, consequently, the input reflection coefficient cannot
be computed. However, the following arguments can help us
circumvent this problem. It was shown in w9x that for broadband operation, the physical length of a circular stub should
be approximately l f 1.5d Žwhere d is the diameter.. If a
similar approximation is adopted for the radial stub, a similar
argument should hold true due to its geometric proximity
with the former Žbut with the diameter replaced by the
radius.. At a center frequency f 0 , the slot-line radial stub is
equivalent Želectrically . to a quarter-wavelength straight stub.
It therefore follows that the radius of the radial slot-line stub
should be Ž l sr4. f 1.5r s , that is, r s f Ž l sr6.. It is recognized
that the slot-line length is responsible for a ripple in the
transmission coefficient in a way yet to be quantified. An
electromagnetic simulator by Hewlett-Packard ŽHFSSTM version 1. was used to establish the optimum slot-line length as
well as to check the rather simplistic procedure leading to the
radial stub radius.
3. DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Figure 3

Equivalent circuit after transformation

Figure 4
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The simplest way to measure the frequency response of this
transition is to measure the transmission coefficient of
two transistions in cascade. This facilitates easier fabrication
and calibration. The double transition was designed on a
0.635 mm thick RTrDuroidTM 6010 Ž e r f 10. substrate. The
center frequency was set at f 0 s 10 GHz. The characteristic
impedances of the microstrip and slot line were nominally
Z om s 50 V and Z os s 50 V. The slot-line impedance was

Dimensions of the double transition
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selected as 72 V as a compromise between the narrow slot
width required to obtain Z os s 50 V and the limitations of
the available fabrication technique. These values were allowed to vary in the optimization procedure in order to
reduce the predicted insertion loss. After the optimization
procedure Žusing HFSS., the dimensions shown in Figure 4
were established, where ws s 0.156 mm, wm s 0.66 mm, l s s
5.25 mm, l m s 5 mm, r s s 2.6 mm, and rm s 2.4 mm.
The slot-line wavelength at 10 GHz is 15 mm, and according to the simple procedure given in the preceding section,
the slot-line radial stub radius should be r s s 2.5 mm. The
optimized radius was found to be 2.4 mm, a difference of 4%.
It seems, therefore, that this simple procedure can give
reasonable initial values from which a CAD procedure can be
utilized in the circuit design.
The transition was fabricated, and the structure was enclosed in a metallic shield to prevent excessive radiation
losses, and the following dimensions were recorded: ws s 0.17
mm, wm s 0.74 mm, l m s 5.1 mm, l s s 5.2 mm, r s s 2.8 mm,
and rm s 2.7 mm.
Coaxial connectors were soldered on the input and output
microstrip lines. The transmission coefficient was measured
with an HP 8510 vector network analyzer. Figure 5 shows the

Figure 5

measured and simulated response Žlossless lines and dielectric were assumed. of the transition. Figure 6 shows the
measured return loss of the circuit.
As can be seen, there is good agreement between simulation and experiment in the passband Ž3]15 GHz. where the
shape of the frequency response is preserved. The measured
response has an insertion loss below 1.3 dB from 3.2 to 15.5
GHz. Since this corresponds to the double transition, the
maximum insertion loss power transition is 0.65 dB. It is
observed that the ripple in the passband is appreciable. This
can be attributed to the detuning effect brought about by the
overetching in the fabricated circuit. The substantial return
loss of the transition can also be attributed to the same
effect. A circuit incorporating the dimensions of the fabricated circuit was simulated in HFSS, and the ripple effect was
noticeable. By removing the top and bottom covers of the
metallic enclosure, the radiation losses were observed. Between 3]7 GHz, radiation contributed approximately another
0.4]0.5 dB losses, whereas between 8]16 GHz, there was
approximately 1]1.2 dB extra loss. This highlights the need
for shielding, especially at high frequencies. Of course, one
has to be careful with the enclosure dimensions so as not to
excite resonances.

Measured and simulated transmission coefficient of double transition

Figure 6

Measured return loss of the transition
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The suitability of radial microstrip and slot-line stubs for the
realization of broadband microstrip-to-slot-line transitions has
been demonstrated. A simple procedure has been utilized to
estimate the length of the slot-line radial stub for which an
analytic model is still lacking. With an insertion loss of less
than 0.65 dB per transition over the 3]15 GHz band, the
agreement between the measured and predicted performance
is encouraging. It is expected that refinements in the design
will yield improved performance.
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ABSTRACT: The chiroferrite medium is conceptualized as a homogenized composite medium (HCM) comprising a magnetically biased ferrite
and an isotropic chiral medium as its components. Numerical results are
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presented which show unambiguously that the HCM is fully bianisotropic with all four constituti¨ e dyadics endowed with a gyrotropic
structure. The magnetoelectric response properties depend critically on
the chirality parameter and the ¨ olume fraction of its isotropic chiral
component. Q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. Microwave Opt Technol
Lett 18: 342]345, 1998.
Key words: homogenized composites; chirality; ferrites; Faraday chiral
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1. INTRODUCTION

The last decade has produced a vast amount of predominantly theoretical investigations into the electromagnetics of
complex linear media w1]3x. The most general of these are
the so-called bianisotropic media that are characterized
through, at most, 35 constitutive parameters in the frequency
domain. The ultimate aim of all complex media research is
the technological exploitation of novel electromagnetic response properties and phenomena, exhibited by new complex
media, in electronic and optical devices.
Numerical studies}leading subsequently to experimental
research and device development}must therefore span a
vast parameter space to identify novel phenomena. Infeasible
and unrealistic values of constitutive parameters must be
avoided, particularly when working with artificial complex
media. The aim of this communication is to report a short
parametric study on the constitutive properties of chiroferrites}conceived as random dispersions of electrically small,
isotropic chiral inclusions immersed in magnetically biased
ferrite media w4, 5x.
Chiroferrites and chiroplasmas Žchiral inclusions embedded in magnetically biased plasmas. are the two examples of
Faraday chiral media w4x. Their frequency-domain constitutive
relations were developed casually in w4x. A recent investigation w6x adopted the more realistic approach of visualizing a
Faraday chiral medium as a homogenized composite medium
ŽHCM., demonstrating that the constitutive relations of any
Faraday chiral medium can be derived from the constitutive
parameters of its component media. Indeed, the constitutive
relations given in w4x were found to be ambiguous as well as
oversimplified. With the provision of the correct constitutive
relations w6x and electromagnetic field representations w7, 8x,
the door has now opened to more realistic wave propagation
and scattering research with Faraday chiral media.
2. THEORETICAL PRELIMINARIES

Let us homogenize a chiroferrite composite medium, which
has two component media. The first is a magnetically biased
ferrite described by the frequency-domain constitutive relations1 w9x
D Ž x . s e 0 e fEŽ x .

Ž1.

B Ž x . s m 0 m f I y i m gf u = I q Ž m uf y m f . uu ? H Ž x . . Ž 2 .
Here, e 0 is the permittivity and m 0 is the permeability of free
space Ži.e., vacuum.; m f , m gf , m uf are relative permeability
scalars, and e f is the relative permittivity scalar; the unit
vector u is parallel to the quasimagnetostatic biasing field of
the ferrite; while I is the unit dyadic. The second component
1
All frequency-domain field vectors and constitutive parameters depend
on the circular frequency v . Vectors are underlined once and dyadics
twice, while ? symbolizes a dot product.
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